
Biglow Woodcraft has been crafting design-forward consciously crafted custom 
furniture since 2016. In 2022, we introduced a small product line we hope to grow over time, 
ultimately into a full featured homeware brand. Wholesale orders are a key component of our 
goal and we’d love to work with vendors that suit our ethos; fostering symbiotic relationships in 
our community.

We’re small, so our minimum order sizes are small, too. Orders start 

at $500, with minimum unit counts depending on product selection. 

Reach out if you’d like to order something that doesn’t quite fit this 

framework.

We should have your order ready in 4-6 weeks. Orders above a 

certain size may take longer. We can give you an accurate timeline 

when your order is placed.

Our commission rates are a balance between profit, visibility, and 
retailer burden. They reflect a mutual respect we hope to achieve in 

our partnerships and will never compete with mass produced product 

rates. We craft everything in small batches in Winnipeg using skilled 

labour and people-forward company policies that result in high-end 

goods we’re proud of. You are welcome to mark-up higher than 40% at 

your discretion.
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Every thing needs a spot. Especially the little things, often 
overlooked. Living well is about caring for yourself and your 
possessions, eluding replacement and waste. Perfect for 
jewelry, keys, candles, and other important trinkets.
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Preparing, sharing, and gathering around food is 
essential to living well. The food board is a distillation of 
these simple but important muses, encouraging everyday 
use with generous dimensions and sharing through 
intriguing design.

The perfect-fit knob adds function, 
intrigue, and a proper home for your food board.

walnut, cherry & white ash

Hold photos, prints, and other paper goods in place. 
Swap or rearrange easily, because change is good.
Upgrade your relationship with paper goods, on any wall 
space previously used for art, tackboards, shelving or 
otherwise.

Wherever you are in your home, you want a surface by 
your side. Beside Table is that surface; perfectly 
proportioned to hold your favourite decor with room to 
spare. Immediately tangible and perplexing at the same 
time, Beside Table encourages play in its placement. 
Made with floating mortise & tenon joinery and a wedged 
through-tenon joint in the top for show.
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